Jaguar s type electrical problems

Jaguar S-type owners have reported a total of problems for their cars built in the 9 model years
listed in the chart below. The chart shows the number of problems reported across all service
years for each given model year of the Jaguar S-type. The Jaguar S-type cars have the most
problems reported problems. The following chart shows the 23 most common problems for
Jaguar S-type cars. The number one most common problem is related to the vehicle's power
train 94 problems. The second most common problem is related to the vehicle's suspension 63
problems. It would not be fair to compare the Jaguar S-type of an older model year to newer
model years since older vehicles have been in service longer and thus are expected to have
more problems. In order to compare the reliability across S-type model years, we use the PPMY
index which is defined as the problems reported per thousand vehicles per Year. A smaller
PPMY index indicates greater reliability of the given model year cars. Another way to measure
the reliability across the model years of the Jaguar S-type is to use the total number of
problems reported during the vehicle's first year in service, as shown in the Table 4. Car
Problems. Table 1. Total number of problems by model year for Jaguar S-type. Table 2.
Common problems of Jaguar S-type. Table 3. Table 4. Number of problems in vehicle's; first
service year. Power Train. Engine And Engine Cooling. Electrical System. Service Brakes.
Vehicle Speed Control. Other Fuel System. Air Bag. Gasoline Fuel System. Show more problems
Parking Brake. Exterior Lighting. Seat Belt. Unknown Or Other. Air Brake. Electronic Stability
Control. Jaguar Electrical problem: My Diesel S type has just developed a new problem. Car has
a new good quality battery. Starts first time every morning. Drive to work or wherever, park up,
at this point no indication of any problem at all. Try to lock the door or open the boot using the
key fob - nothing it's dead, try to restart the car - again nothing it is absolutely dead, no lights,
no hazard lights, no interior lights, no clicking, no trying to start, no sound or sight of life what
so ever. Wait minutes and all is fine again. It starts first time drives around for a couple of weeks
or so and then the intermittent problem reappears. Boot is very dry and in excellent condition,
all connections that I can see are clean, tight and dry. Any ideas where to start? Thanks, Mike
Mason. Mike answered 5 years ago. Thanks for the suggestion. I've moved on. Sarah answered
2 years ago. I had the exact same problem. There is a rear control module in the trunk hidden
behind tail lights on right side passenger we ordered a used one off ebay, made sure that the
first letters in the part number matched switched it out and problem solved. It was a simple
solution to what seemed an impossibly complicated problem. Hope this tidbit helps you. Happy
driving. Mike answered 2 years ago. Thanks, good response, unfortunately I sold the S type
wish I hadn't. Bought an XF V6 S sportbrake - which was brilliant. Again unfortunately this car
was stolen 2 weeks ago, so if you see a really top of the range - every extra fitted except tracker
:- beware, it could be stolen. That sucks. I know how that feels. Thief's burnt my Durango to the
ground. I was heartbroken. No dealership needed. It took a long time and a lot of headaches to
figure it out, turning to the Jag forum had us even more confused. Glad its all over and the cat is
back on the road. Drive to work or wherever, park up, at this poin I have a jaguar s type model is
shooting water of from the exhaust? I need to know how when where can I change my
transmission fluid on my jaguar and any and every detail would do wonders I've been havin my
car for over a year now and it's been running beautiful l My jaguar s type never had problems
three days ago went to get lunch and my car wouldn't go on drive, you can reverse it but won't
go on drive. You know when you shift the shifter on drive Trying to locate the diagnostic plugin
on the Jag to plugin a Zubie to read battery power level, alerts with problem of engine, etc. I
have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not
express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Jaguar S type intermittent electrical
problem. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Best Answer Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo
Photo optional. Related Questions. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction.
Get Started. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used
Cars for Sale. Jaguar S-type owners have reported 30 problems related to electrical system
under the electrical system category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also
please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Jaguar S-type based on all problems
reported for the S-type. I got my car between may 8th and 9th because I drove it to my
graduation may 10th. Literally 7 days may 16th after it was fixed it would not start and error
messages appeared on dash board that I've never seen. I called the shop and they stated too
have it towed. They told me that they wouldn't be able to get it in until June but have it towed so
I did. On July 16th the red told me this "we are replacing the transmission sleeve that we
replaced last time. I got it covered under warranty and my parts have arrived. I should have
done tomorrow. July 18th this is what I was told "we are trying to get this transmission issue
taken car of. We tried to warranty work we did last time and it didn't fix it. We actually have a

separate issue of fluid leaking. My tech is trying to figure out our options. It starts and runs
good now but transmission fluid will eventually leak down and cause the connector to go bad. I
should have a quote together shortly but unfortunatley it wont be cheap. Today is July 24th I
was told that they could look deeper into to see if it's an internal problem but that would cost
me as well. See all problems of the Jaguar S-type. The contact owns a Jaguar S-type. While
driving in the rain, the rear wheels seized and the parking brake light illuminated. The vehicle
was taken to an independent mechanic where it was diagnosed and not repaired. The
manufacturer was notified of the failure. The VIN was unknown. The failure mileage was 66,
Following was sent to us customs. I'm at risk in this car, by Jaguar design error-and refusal to
correct the error. Fortunately it happened on an urban parkway, posted at 55 mph, and I had just
turned right, on to it, into the right-hand lane. The problem is common to Jaguar cars as shown
by internet postings. Jaguar have stated that limp home cannot be disabled because it is
intended for the safety of the mechanical parts of their cars. I have made this initial contact with
us customs because Jaguar exports cars to the us with unstable computer systems
compromising their safety and I believe that you connect with NHTSA. Attached is initial letter
to jlr. At their request I contacted jlr north America in mah wah NJ. They have been as
capricious in dealing with my complaint as they have been with the careless design of their limp
home mode! I think jlr has failed the u. Import regulations and would like cbp to order them to
disable the limp home mode. Tl-the contact owns a Jaguar S-type. The contact stated that while
driving 30 mph, the rear brakes seized without warning. The contact pulled the vehicle over and
noticed the parking brake light was illuminated. The vehicle was taken to an independent
mechanic where it was diagnosed that the parking brake control needed to be replaced. The
vehicle was not repaired and the problem recurred. The manufacturer was notified. The failure
mileage was 85, Initially while being parked in Dec. I had to drive it to a mechanic 3 miles away
with the brakes smoking. They saw a procedure for resetting the park brake and gave me a
copy. All was well for 2 mos. But driving along about 30mph they suddenly locked. I was able to
pull over and fortunately had been carrying tools for this and performed the procedure. It
happened two more times in after I was stopped with engine off. I called Jaguar and they said
there is no recall, but I have been afraid to drive it long distances and do not want to sell it as it
is a serious safety concern. Jaguar offered to look at it but I know all about that and what it
could cost, especially when it does not always happen. Note: see enclosed documents for , but I
have supposedly a with this issue. I was driving, and I smelled smoke so I decided to pull over.
Upon closer examination I discovered that the smoke was coming from the garage door opener,
which I never use! Within a few minutes my car was filled with smoke, and a small fire began to
burn in the top center console containing the garage door opener. I opened all the door
windows, and also the sunroof to clear the interior of my car of the smoke. I managed to put the
fire out by taking a sip of water from a bottle, and spitting it on the fire!. The contact stated while
driving approximately 35 mph, the vehicle stalled without warning. The vehicle was merged to
the side of the road and restarted. The failure recurred four times over a period of one year. The
vehicle was taken to a dealer who was not able to duplicate the failure. The manufacturer was
not notified of the failure. The approximate failure mileage was 37, The controle module in my
car has gone out costing over 2, to repair. There are several websites dedicated to the
malfunction. Which causes significant problems with heat and air conditioning. Tl- the contact
owns a Jaguar S-type. The contact stated that the vehicle was shut down and exited. Upon
returning ten minutes later, the interior of the vehicle was on fire. The contact extinguished the
fire and had the vehicle towed to a dealer. The vehicle was awaiting diagnosis. The failure and
current mileage was 36, The VIN was unavailable. The contact stated that while traveling 55 mph
burning fumes emitted into the vehicle. The contact was able to merge the vehicle to side of the
road. The vehicle was able to be driven to an independent mechanic where it was found that
there was a hole in the top of the muffler which damaged the rear electronic module. The vehicle
was not repaired. The manufacturer was not contacted about the failure. The failure and current
mileage was , On July 14, , my car starting driving sluggish, as if pulling heavy weight. The gear
box fault light turned on. I don't know what to do since I am struggling as many financially. The
dealer said there have not been any transmission problems with this model. Told him I doubted
that, hence, my complaint. Jaguar S-type sedan was subject to recall r but not limited to this.
This vehicle experienced major malfuctions in performance with gear box and braking systems
in which it could not be properly shifted out of park, lost rpm, parking brake failure, abs warning
lights and major engine light indicator warnings. A new computer was not installed in the
vehicle as promised at that time, and the computer was simply reflashed. At 33, miles out of
warrenty on may 26, this vehicle suffered the same major breakdown as discribed above and
was again flatbedded to huntington Land Rover Jaguar, formerly sportique Jaguar, huntington,
NY. The car could not properly be shifted out of park, lost rpm and could not be driven safely.

My attemps to obtain assistance from Jaguar central and huntington Jaguar based on my
contention that the vehicle was never properly fixed when under warrenty resulted in continual
refusals by these parties with claims by the dealership that a faulty truck seal and water leak
that certainly did not exist at miles necessitated the costly repairs the transmission sensor is
inside the sealed transmission. My complaints to the dmv with lookback of 90 days has resulted
in their findings of a dealership mis-diagnosis. The car remains incapacitated and unsafe to
drive. I respectfully request an investigation into all repairs and histories of similar models
related to NHTSA recalls but not limited to this. In February , I brought my car in for warranty
work performed. The reason was due to a restricted performance error light. They dealer was
able to correct it via the replacement of a new coil. The bottom line was that my vehicle entered
restrictive performance anytime I would attempt to pass any vehicle on straight stretch of road
and would have to accelerate to 80 miles an hour. The vehicle would go into restricted
performance and drop my speed until I had to pull off the road. Clearly, a dangerous scenario. In
December of 08, the issue returned. I took my car back to the dealer as it is still under warranty.
They could not locate any of the error codes related to the restricted performance the same
case as last year. I had to return to the dealer because the issue resurfaced in a very dangerous
situation. I was attempting to pass 2 tractor trailers and once again, accelerated to nearly 80 and
the vehicle went into restricted performance. I had an angry trucker tailgating until I pulled off to
the side of the road going less than 50 miles an hour with my foot pressed to the floor of the
accelerator. Due to the restricted performance issue, that was the fastest I could go and my
speed continued to drop. I returned the vehicle to the dealer service nearly three weeks ago.
They are attempting to again recreate the scenario in a same model, make and year vehicle on
their lot. I was told service was attempting to determine if this is normal issue for the vehicle.
Frankly, I find it hard to believe that Jaguar would manufacture a vehicle with a flaw that could
be fatal. I am very concerned that I will be forced to take this vehicle back and no real resolution
will have been provided. I do not want to put my family at risk because Jaguar and the service
dept can not fix the issue. I receive an engine failsafe mode message on dash. The car hesitates
and may stall while driving. Computer says it is the throttle body housing to throttle pedal unit
which has been replaced. The last time it stayed in the failsafe mode for about 30 minutes. Two
mechanics "think it is the throttle body control but they cannot say for sure but in their opinion
this is a part that fails on many jags. The failure is a real safety issue since you do not know
when it can happen. At some stop lights it will just die in mid-turning of a corner. After replacing
the throttle pedal which was one of the possible parts problems, it returned with the same
problem after about a week. I cannot get any information from Jaguar to see if this is an
ongoing problem for Jaguars. The only real information is on blogs and chat rooms on jag
repairs. Motor cars of charleston, wv. Since then, the car has been returned to them for more
than 8 eight times, without satisfactory repair. To 4th. Gears,creaking noise in sunroof and
headliner, faulty cd player,faulty power steering pump,faulty air bag light on dash,faulty
passenger side fog lamp,faulty rack and pinion valve,leaking washer fluid reservoir, no
warnings or messages during these malfunctions from dash instruments, except air bag lamp,
faulty bluetooth hands free, etc. We had told the techs. Jaguar would not even give me the free
tow that I was entitled to when I called them to inform of the accident and I had to drive the car
to my house. Old and daughter 4 months old in the car with me. Who have taken over Jaguar.
The contact stated while driving the windows started going up and down. Also the headlights
started flashing. The vehicle surged uncontrollably. He pulled off to the side of the road, turned
the vehicle off, and then restarted the vehicle. He drove the vehicle home. The next morning, the
vehicle's windows were down. The sun roof was up, and the lights where on. The vehicle has
not been to a dealership to determine the problem. While parked, the contact attempted to
unlock the front driver's side door from the exterior of the vehicle with the key but to no avail.
The vehicle was taken to the dealer for diagnostic testing. The technician stated that the door
lock and the ignition lock would have to be replaced. The vehicle was repaired however the
failure was not corrected. The vehicle was taken to the dealer and repaired five times but the
failure was never remedied. The approximate failure mileage was 80, While driving my Jaguar
S-type 3. The check engine light come on and also a message on the dash board saying, engine
fail safe mode and at that time the car shuts off. This is a safety problem. Received a message
"fuel computer data error" when attempting to use the trip computer. Dealer attempted repair be
swapping out the instrument cluster, general electronics module, rear electronics module, pcm
and fuel senders. Problem was not repaired. Now, when attempting readings at the odbii
connector, they cannot communicate with the system, and cannot find the problem after many
hours of labor. The dealer has given up trying to resolve this issue, and I am facing a failed
emission test on my upcoming inspection. I don't know what to do next, as Jaguar clearly won't,
or can't resolve the problem. The consumer states the vehicle cuts off when driving. It has been

to the dealership a number of times. When getting ready to take off it will not accelerate. This
has caused a minor accident. There were no injuries, and minor damage to the bumper. Vehicle
will operate weeks and then it will cut off. There is no warning that this is going to happen. The
dealership replaced two sensors. The vehicle sunvisor broke. The coolant pump outlet hose had
to be replaced. The restricted performance light illuminated, the dealer had to order a new
intake air box. The electrically operated front seat runner and motor assembly failed. The
vehicle stopped suddenly while the consumer was driving damaging the rear bumper. The
consumer later received a recall for the electronic parking brake. The consumer request that the
manufacturer replaced the rear bumper and the rear brake pads and rotors due to excessive
wear. Jaguar has been dragging their feet for 4 months in rectifying problems. Consumer affiars
is worthless and have accused me of "outgrowing" my car. Not concerned about their
customers just doesn't want their car back. The touch panel screen displayed an hour glass
then ultimately came up with a 'communications fault' error message on the screen. Stopping
and re-starting the car corrected the problem. The car has been in for service for this and other
problems in excess of 30 days since we bought it in oct Let it be known at miles the door
handles replacement clear coat off paint. Turned signals,oil light on, failed computer system.
While driving, the park brake and brake light appeared on the dash and was
continuous,replacment of the instrument cluster was needed for the vehicle and the part was
not in the united states. Completed in 15 days. Ltr addressed to Jaguar request refund for her
vehicle, her vehicle continues to have the same brake problems that was supposed to be
repaired. While driving, the park brake and brake light appeared on the dash and was
continuous, then the vehicle would suddenly shut down. The vehicle was nearly hit by another
vehicle. The consumer was told that a part called a instrument cluster was needed for the
vehicle and the part was not in the united states. On three different occasions the vehicle
slowed down to about 10 mph when the consumer engaged the cruise control. This problem
only occurred intermittently. The vehicle was taken to a shop, but the mechanic could not
duplicate the problem. The consumer stated the mechanic changed out the computer, and now
thinking along the lines of possible electrical problems. Refer to odi online. Incident 1: the
windshield wipers has failed at least 10 times during a two year period. I have reported the
incident to the manufacturer at least 5 times. Several of Jaguar field service technicians has
tried to repair the problem but with no success. After each attempts to repair the problem, I
would check the windshield wipers for the next couple of weeks to make sure everything is ok
but unfortunately they fail at the most hazardous times during stormy, rainy weather conditions.
Incident 2: I was rear-end in the center lane of two merging major expressways and the
electrical system completely failed. It took the dealer 3 months to get the electrical system
started. Incident 3: the vehicle will roll while in drive if I am on an incline. Vehicle is not getting
traction on slippery roads as well as a noise coming from the transmission. The consumer
received a transmission recall but it doesn't seem to be related to the traction problem. Ltr from
FL re defective coils on her s type Jaguar, request that Jaguar recall the vehicles, reimburse her
money and replace all coils. Car Problems. Electrical System problem of the Jaguar S-type 1.
Electrical System problem of the Jaguar S-type 2. Electrical System problem of the Jaguar
S-type 3. Electrical System problem of the Jaguar S-type 4. Electrical System problem of the
Jaguar S-type 5. Electrical System problem of the Jaguar S-type 6. Electrical System problem of
the Jaguar S-type 7. Electrical System problem of the Jaguar S-type 8. Electrical System
problem of the Jaguar S-type 9. Electrical System problem of the Jaguar S-type Battery
problems. Wiring problems. Ignition problems. Ignition Module problems. Ignition Coils Failure
problems. Dash Wiring problems. Starter problems. Starter Solenoid problems. So far I have
had my jag in the shop five times. The car runs great, but every days the battery goes
completely dead. Got any ideas? This is something that will only be able to be fixed by a
thorough check of the electrical system and charging system. It sounds like something is
drawing current when it's not supposed to be. Have them start with the battery and charging
system and go from there. If they can't figure it out, you may want to switch to a mechanic who
specializes in electrical problems. I checked the charging system and replaced the battery. So
far it has been to the dealers 6-times and so far, I have read that some times a relay or two stick
in the RECM. Got any Idea which ones to replace first? Rick answered 12 years ago. Ro
answered 12 years ago. I've owned a used S type for five years. There were electrical problems,
including battery drain and moon roof malfunctions. I didn't want to believe it. None of the
service places I went to ever said anything about it, but came to find out that it indeed a
requirement, or there will be problems. I have exactly the same problem. I have had a new
alternator fitted and it still drains the battery every few weeks. The car runs great but The dials
do some very strange things including the speedo showing acceleration from 20 to mph in
under 1 second!! If you find a solution would you mind sharing it?? Paul answered 10 years

ago. I may need to check the years on this but i think it was ''02's, there is a instance of battery
draw with a relay that sticks, there is a jumper lead that can be installed to correct the problem.
The best way to check for a draw is a OHM meter, there should be no more than 30 miliamps
after an hour all doors shut and alarm off. LOJACk usually has a low draw on a battery. Did you
try and disconnect it? Did you check to see how high the draw was? I purchased my S type in
March , one week later, i noticed it would often slip while driving RPM's would rare but wouldn't
move ,and it would take like 7 Second to go in gear when shiftig. About 2 months later my check
engine came on and i took it to FireStone and they let me that it was just a broken sensor and it
was no big deal but recommended i replace it. Everything seemed to be working fine. Two days
later i drove from Los Angeles to Riverside mistake 2. About 30mins later i got back in my car
and the battery light was on. I tryed to get to the Auto Zone less the one mile away and evey
single sensor came on in the car and it shut down. AAA came can let me know that it was my
battery and alternator. The car had to be towed. I put it in the shop next day, they replaced the
alternator did some electrical work an its been back and forth 3 time because they can not
figure out the CORRECT problem. Could that be the problem? RProphet answered 10 years ago.
I have x-type five speed manual had the battery problem, Went to the Jaguar Dealer and had a
new Jag Battery installled along with cable replacement. This works and sometimes the car
does start immediately but after two tries it starts. Andrew answered 9 years ago. I found on my
S-type there is a switch in the truck for the trunk light. This is a button push in style of switch
and it had broke where it wouldn't reach the area it needed to depress enough to turn off. No
one ever thinks to check their truck I finally found this issue one day. I was going to replace the
switch but I ended up drilling a hole and using a ford style rubber front hood adjuster and I
fitted it to the lower area where the truck light switch contacts. This depresses the button fully
and turns off my trunk light. My battery has been up since then!!! Hello ,mi son had a jag x tipe
before and had same problem i was electrician mechanic in Cuba what i dit just go sears put the
best gold batery and problem fixed waht hapen jag's need a lot amps tu runs electric sistem
now mi son had s-tipe R and well is good car but no easy when i have to work on it. PonyGirl
answered 7 years ago. I have a s-type Jag. Battery kept going dead. Trusted mechanic said it
was a low-level drain that would take hours or weeks to find. Habenero34 answered 7 years ago.
This was several weeks ago - this morning the car was dead - no lights - nothing. I was able to
jump the car and took it to a Jaguar specialty shop very honest. The checked the system and
came back output was too low. The other shop made a comment that the Alternators in these
type of cars rarely go bad. A little nervous getting this done later in the week. Hey guys my car
did the same thing I have a jaguar s type 4. Dear Friends , dont spend yor money on battery or
alternator I had a battery draining problem with my year s type You should check the wirings of
luggage compartment door where the wirings could be damaged when you open and close
luggage compartment door during all these years RDebeaux answered 6 years ago. The
troubleshooting process is very simple, BUT; time consuming. You will need: A multimeter. A
fuse puller. Voltage is the carrier, but current does the work. In small measurements, it is called
milliamperes. You need to charge the battery fully. Get distilled water and fill up the cells, there
are plenty of you tube videos. What you will be looking for is a parasitic drain. Your battery
powers everything. Then it is replenished by the battery. Ok, once you have the items
mentioned above, you need to take a few precautions. Wear insulating gloves. Wear eye
protection. This is when you take your meter, select DC Voltage, and place the red lead on the
positive terminal, and the black lead on the black terminal. Because your meter is on the same
places the car gets it's power from, this is parallel. One thing is connected to another thing,
then to another and so on. You MUST break the chain of electrical connection and place the
meter on amperes in that break. So, disconnect the negative lead on the battery, and place your
meters leads red to the cable you disconnected, and black to the battery's terminal. You are
now in series with the battery. Assuming that nothing is turned on in the car, and everything is
working like a charm, you should read about. Or 50 milliamps. Some may be higher, some may
be lower, but that is a standard to go by. If you are reading a larger amount of amps, like 1 or 2
apmps or more, then you have a drain on your system that WILL eventually drain your battery.
Once you pull the fuse that cause the drain to stop, reading on meter drops to. If that circuit has
multiple items on it, then you will need a schematic to see what all is powered. If you are not
comfortable using the steps I listed, please get someone who is. The starter is engaging even
the engine is shut off and that is why it is draining the battery. Novlet answered 6 years ago.
How do you cut off the radio when getting out of car - it seems to switch on by itself.
JamieFromTheWoods answered 6 years ago. Now, it never does it any more. Cindy00 answered
5 years ago. I have s-type 4. But something is still draining the battery. I cant even get it to turn
over with a jump, the lights and radio will come on with a jump but that's it. It wont turn over or
make a noise like it even wants to. Its just silently dead? Oh I had a mechanic check the starter

and alternator and they are good. PonyGirl answered 5 years ago. Cindy, I now do this, and I
have no more problem with my Jag. It sounds crazy, but it works. I turn off the ignition very
slowly, and I also remove the key very slowly. I have NO idea why that works, but it does. I have
not had a problem in over a year. Try this and let me know. I'm very curious if this works for
other Jag-owners. I would take my battery out and get it charged and it would come on. Pelege
answered 5 years ago. Yes removing the key slowly will help. I personally had to get my car
jumped for awhile until I found out the solution. Now I need help getting my car started. The car
started with No problem until I put it in reverse. Once I pit it in reverse, the car just shut off and
won't come back on. Blank dash with just the radio on. No cranking. Battery protector, or install
a universal relay switch with a fuse able link fuse. CliffordFlorida answered 5 years ago. I had
the very same tale of woe when my Series III was new. For months and months of "service
repairs". The short story In the exterior of the drivers door lock was a brand new ice prevention
mechanism aka heater. It was always active, therefore draining the power at different rates..
There is a micro switch behind the ignition key barrel that switches off the accessories when
the key is turned to off and removed. However the switch sometimes fails leaving the
accessories power on. The switch is easy accessible and relatively cheap. You can tell if the
accessories is still on looking at the radio when removing the key. If left on it will drain the
battery overnight. Marvelousmarcus answered 5 years ago. Hey guys and gals. I can't say I've
had any issues with my Jag S Type, but I had a battery that seemed to die overnight. It
happened once Apparently I did not turn key all the way Other than that, no problems at all. Try
the key thing. I hope this helps if you haven't already found a solution. By the way I've only one
my jag for a few months. Purchased it online in march of By the way I've only owned my jag for
a few months. PuffMagicDragon answered 5 years ago. I'm having a battery drain issue on my
XF. I don't drive the car every day so if we disconnect the battery it obviously doesn't drain. This
last time we reconnected, the car acted funky Is there a "procedure" to go through when you
reconnect the battery? Allan answered 5 years ago. I replaced the relays in the boot and haven't
had any problems since. MartynB answered 5 years ago. Turning the ignition off slowly stops
this battery drain problem for me. Always check that the steering wheel retracts fully to its home
position on switch off. Works for me. Chris answered 5 years ago. Well i just purchased a
Jaguar S type everything was fine and then I cut my car off remove the key and my lights remain
on even when I matched the lock button my park lights and headlights were still on they
remained on I could not turn them off and then when I finally got them to turn off even though I
used the relay switch on the side of the steering wheel which controls also the turn signal the
lights went off and I could not get them to cut back on but my bright lights still worked so I had
to drive with the bright lights on manually holding them on I'm thinking I need to change that
battery because when I bought the car the guy stated that he had just put a brand new battery in
the car if you can help me solve this problem please do so and I will greatly appreciate it. Not
the battery. It could be the micro switch behind the ignition barrel. Its a common fault with s
types, they wear and sometime do not turn the accessories power off even after you remove
they key. A good way to check is to ensure your radio turns off every time you remove the key.
My S wouldn't start, battery was flat and a meter reading showed 0v. Had the alternator
replaced, expensive , Whilst car was being repaired, another S came in with the same fault. My
worry now is that every so often my lights flicker off when the engine is idleing - could this be
the same problem? Michael answered 4 years ago. I got a jaguar s type no panel lights and no
sound out of radio but sometimes it works please help?? The security system is on all the time
It will drain your battery of power. Remove the fuses for the system and your dead battery
problem should be solved. GuruD4DFZ answered 3 years ago. I have a X type Jaguar and the
key got stuck in ignition and then the problem with indicator lights on the dashboard do not
turn on when I turn the key I have no power in the car will not start the there's no problem at all
with the battery it just beeped and and shut itself down. I have a s-type jag with the same
problem--battery draining overnight. Before I turn off the ignition, I make make sure that the
radio is off, Sometimes the radio goes off but the clock stays on, When you turn off the car
slowly, make sure that the clock light goes off and then pull out the key SLOWLY, This works
for me. GuruZC9WG answered 3 years ago. GlobalHealer answered 3 years ago. Sounds like
these cars need to be on a trickle charge whenever you park up or fit a secondary cut out to the
main battery and have a second back up Leisure Battery? JAS49er answered 3 years ago. What
fault message does this indicator mean? GuruWWH37 answered 2 years ago. Very glad I found
this forum. Have had many of the same issues mentioned above, battery draining, I believed it
came from the radio some how not turned off from power source even if no dial lights are
displayed on the radio. Secondly, a gentle wiggle to ensure that ignition is really in off position
also helped. With respect to the former, on occasions when I turned on the ignition, the radio
came on even when I was absolutely positive that the radio had been in use in prior usage of the

car. Another irritating problem, water in the well of the trunk. This works on any car, I did use it
on my Jag s-type. Check the reading, it should be low if all your doors are closed. If it is higher
than milliamps, start to remove your fuses, one at a time and check the amp meter reading
everytime. If the current doesnt change, put the fuse back in the same place. Do this on every
fuse. When the current drops on the meter reading, you will know what circuit is causing the
slow leak and discharging the battery. On my S-Type 3. The door lock was fine when this was
happening i. Replaced the lock mechanism and the battery hasn't drained since then. Iran
answered about a year ago. I have a S Type and same battery issue. I noticed a few things
before the car started dying frequently. The cheapest way in fixing draining battery issue is to
install battery kill switch terminal. The only bad side is you always turn it off if you park your car
and turn on when you drive the car. I installed it on Jag S type 4. Terminal fault was announced
on dashboard. Car would stall and then limp home. This went on and I parked the car for a
couple of months, brought to mechanic. He could not find this fault, replaced the battery. Car
worked for one week. I went to start get something from the boot, it would not open with button,
I pushed electric opener dash, it did not work, I used key to open boot. When I went to start car,
opened driver door, alarm came on key in ignition, battery completely dead. Charged battery.
Attached leads, opened driver door. Alarm sounded. Key in ignition. Car goes dead. I
disconnected battery and am requesting next step in troubleshoot. Thinking I will go get car in
and out of gearr, then attempt start at neutral or back in park. On incline with no parking brake. I
had a similar problem with my Jaguar S Type 3. Jaguar dealership had the car four months and
finally figured out it was a faulty door module. Car was not powering down after closing the
door. They then had problems installing the software into it. This was something only the
dealership can diagnose with their equipment. I know it sucks and it is expensive, but
sometimes with a complicated electrical problem you just have to give it to the dealership to
figure it out. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus,
does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened,
or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. How do I solve this type of electrical
problem? Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
Questions. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. CarGurus
Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. Worried
about potential repair costs? An extended warranty can provide peace of mind. See our lemon
odds and nada odds page to see vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with more than three
repairs. To see how frequently Jaguar S-Type problems occur, check out our car reliability
stats. All years. Jaguar S-Type repairs by problem area. Jaguar S-Type electrical repair cost
distribution. See most expensive repairs Worried about potential repair costs? Chart based on
17 repair trips. The repair cost chart excludes repairs made under warranty, do-it-yourself
repairs, and repair trips that include maintenance. Dealer replaced transmission pan, cooling
line seals, and transmission fluid. Stuck power sunshade was repaired as well. Air conditioner
not working. Needed to replace climate control and replace heater house under supercharger.
Actually in April. A friend replaced the faulty valve. I repaired the burnt trace with a soldering
iron. Engine mounts need to be removed and engine raised in order to remove compressor.
Very time consuming and expensive repair. Used parts were easy and inexpensive to obtain.
Will continue with repair some other time. Shop replaced dual climate control valve first trip. I
had to make two more trips that week before they found it was a temature sensor. See
TrueDelta's information for all Sedans. See TrueDelta's information for all Jaguar models.
Jaguar S-Type Electrical Problems See our lemon odds and nada odds page to see vehicles
with no repairs or vehicles with more than three repairs. Transmission started seeping fluid.
Climate control died. Heater control valve stuck open causing hot air to blow out the air
conditioning vents. Air conditioner compressor replaced; Right door window regulator
replaced. Replace a defective HID headlight bulb. Both bulbs were replaced, one preventatively
due to the outrageously extensive labor required to replace a headlight bulb - The front clip and
bumper must be removed. AC Compressor clutch failed. Replaced dual water valve DCCV. So
how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't
waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us.
Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this
page. Add Complaint. The contact owns a Jaguar S-type. The contact stated that while traveling
55 mph burning fumes emitted into the vehicle. The contact was able to merge the vehicle to
side of the road. The vehicle was able to be driven to an independent mechanic where it was
found that there was a hole in the top of the muffler which damaged the rear electronic module.
The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was not contacted about the failure. The failure
and current mileage was , I purchased a Jaguar S-type from chase auto group, Inc.. I paid 13, in

cash and the 3, by check.. The car dash board lights did not work and the radio's light stayed on
all the time, and it drained the battery the cd player did not work because their was not a cd
player in the car and when I returned the car to be fixed he told me that he would add the cd
player and fix the car and all of the necessary things that needed to be done to the car. I went
back to check on my car, because he had not called me and he had sold my car to somebody
else. I told him that I wanted my money back and he refused to reimburse me for my money and
told me that he could give me two cars to make up for my lost. I want all of my money back that
this company owes me. A Jaguar was purchased on Dec It had miles. I have only put on miles
on this car and the ball joint broke the other day and I was almost killed. The car was towed to a
local foreign auto place and Jaguar refuses to repair the ball joint. Claiming they will only take
the claim from a registered Jaguar dealer. So the car was towed today to momentum Jaguar on
the sw freeway and I was told that the ball joint was replaced on the drivers side in April and it
broke again"?? The sensors do not work and were replaced last year. The window regulators
broke and were charged to me.. It is unbelievable and I only drove it miles in the last 2 years that
I own it!!!!!! Search CarComplaints. The contact stated while driving the windows started going
up and down. Also the headlights started flashing. The vehicle surged uncontrollably. He pulled
off to the side of the road, turned the vehicle off, and then restarted the vehicle. He drove the
vehicle home. The next morning, the vehicle's windows were down. The sun roof was up, and
the lights where on. The vehicle has not been to a dealership to determine the problem.
Received a message "fuel computer data error" when attempting to use the trip computer.
Dealer attempted repair be swapping out the instrument cluster, general electronics module,
rear electronics module, PCM and fuel senders. Problem was not repaired. Now, when
attempting readings at the odbii connector, they cannot communicate with the system, and
cannot find the problem after many hours of labor. The dealer has given up trying to resolve this
issue, and I am facing a failed emission test on my upcoming inspection I don't know what to do
next, as Jaguar clearly won't, or can't resolve the problem. Incident 1: the windshield wipers has
failed at least 10 times during a two year period. I have reported the incident to the manufacturer
at least 5 times. Several of Jaguar field service technicians has tried to repair the problem but
with no success. After each attempts to repair the problem, I would check the windshield wipers
for the next couple of weeks to make sure everything is ok but unfortunately they fail at the
most hazardous times during stormy, rainy weather conditions. Incident 2: I was rear-end in the
center lane of two merging major expressways and the electrical system completely failed. It
took the dealer 3 months to get the electrical system started. Incident 3: the vehicle will roll
while in drive if I am on an incline. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.
For a couple of days my jaguar s-type 2. Thanks to those who respond!!! Good morning , I'm
getting the gearbox fault on startup which clears when I switch the car off then on again. I have
been advised that it could be the battery which throws up error faults when it starts to lose its
efficiency. Once started in the morning the problem doesn't come back until the next day. So I
think the battery may be down on power when it's cold in the morning , maybe worth getting the
battery tested. S Types are very finicky concerning batteries, and having had to reset the radio
code indicated that the battery could be not properly connected. Following recent concern with
my battery, and after discussion, I've instituted a regular weekly trickle charge regime for The
Princess. Not essential I suppose but I don't want to be taking any chances. The problm is, with
older cars you got a warning of low battery by virtue of the fact that the starter motor can't turn
the engine over sufficiently fast. Modern cars can't tolerate a voltage anywhere near that value
so you get no warning until the gremlins begin. Also yesterday the car had no problem , for the
second day in a row everything worked perfectly , something that makes me believe that the
problems we had earlier were really due to the bulbs of the sidelights replaced that sent me into
a tailspin all the electronic system Happy New Year to all!!! Mine threw a wobbly before
christmas gearbox fault light, new battery fitted now sorted although sat nav playing up not
showing postcode box option but as it's next to useless probably stick to my garmin Not quite
sure what you mean by "next to useless". Mine is a car and the sat nav seems perfectly
adequate. Anyway, the lack of postcode option is usually down to a copied sat nav DVD disk
although I have very occasionally heard of it with a genuine disk. I suspect it might be to do with
the sat nav losing power before being shut down in good order. The solution, I've found, is to
remove the DVD disk, switch the ignition off then on again, wait until the sat nav tells you it
doesn't have a disk, then re-insert the disk, switch the ignition off then on again, then leave it
for a few minutes to re-orient itself. Sounds a bit of a faff but, if what I believe is correct, would
only be needed if the battery was dis-connected without waiting a few minutes for the electronic
to shut down properly. Forgetting to do that is easily done. Mine would not take me home once
as it didn't know how to get out of Belgium. I too have a problem with the navigation system I,
and many other, use a copied disk Simone. I have had several copied disks which would not

play though. I could not check it against the original disc which I loaned to a member [who does
not post anymore] to check out his SatNav as there was no disc in it when he bought it. I
sometimes get the same. Batteries usually last about five years, and if you do a lot short runs
they will need charging about once a fortnight. It is surprising how much of the battery is used
overnight when the car is sitting quietly n the garage or on the driveway. What would you
consider to be 'low voltage'? My battery comes back with I have just run a check on my s type
and it comes back with The battery is fully charged as I have not been using my car for the last
10 days due to a "Restricted Performance" message which is being dealt with on Tuesday with
2 new EGR valves. I assume you have disconnected new bulbs or reverted to old? You can post
now and register later. If you have an account, sign in now to post with your account. Paste as
plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or
insert images from URL. Reply to this topic Start new topic. Recommended Posts. Posted
December 31, Link to post Share on other sites. Gary 1 Posted December 31, Old Peter Posted
December 31, Hi Simore, and welcome to the club. Try checking that out and look at the
terminals of the battery. Raistlin Posted December 31, Posted January 1, Posted January 4,
Raistlin Posted January 4, Have you reset the sat nav to UK after having power off? Old Peter
Posted January 5, Posted January 5, Raistlin Posted January 5, Old Peter Posted January 6,
Posted January 6, Sadly, he must have thought it was a non returnable loan, as he never sent it
back. Gordsty 0 Posted January 15, Posted January 15, Hello just had warnings for abs,
gearbox fault showing on my s type 2. Old Peter Posted January 15, Welcome to the club,
Gordon, Short answer, Yes. Regards, Peter. Mark Five 4 Posted January 18, Posted January 18,
Old Peter Posted January 18, Hi Mark, I have just run a check on my s type and it comes back
with Thanks Peter - probably time to replace the battery then.. Regards, Mark. Guest Posted
January 25, Posted January 25, Hi, I assume you have disconnected new bulbs or reverted to
old? Gordon van sertima 0 Posted March 19, Posted March 19, Evening out there to all you S
Type R owners, I'm having some sort of a Mistry problem after the car starts up! I would
appreciate if someone out there could tell me what's going on. Join the conversation You can
post now and register later. Reply to this topic Followers 2. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up.
Insurance Sell your Jag Support. Face-lifted cars were introduced in and are better and more
reliable than first-generation machines. There is also a variance within the pre-face-lift range.
Early cars suffered from ignition coil failures, premature engine wear and electrical problems
brought on by water leaks. A visit to the Vehicle and Operator Safety Agency website at
Although some, like the risk of the speed restriction label peeling off the spare wheel, are not so
serious, others highlight more potentially dangerous faults. These include seat belt buckle
concerns, front suspension ball-joint failure and the risk that the automatic gearbox may
engage reverse when in forward drive. High-mileage S-type Rs may look a cheap way to uncap
serious performance, but they are best given a wide berth, while mid-mileage examples should
be given a very thorough examination. What Car? These cookies are necessary for the website
to function and cannot be switched off in our systems. They are usually only set in response to
actions made by you which amount to a request for services, such as setting your privacy
preferences, logging in or filling in forms. You can set your browser to block or alert you about
these cookies, but some parts of the site will not then work. Our advertising vendors use the
IAB's Transparency and Consent Framework to check and honour your permission to use your
personal data for the following list of purposes. Vendors can: Store and access information on
the device such as cookies and device identifiers presented to a user. Sequence the order in
which ads are shown to a user. Prevent an ad from serving in an unsuitable editorial
brand-unsafe context Vendors cannot: Create a personalised ads profile using this information
for the selection of future ads. Non-precise means only an approximate location involving at
least a radius of meters is permitted. To create a personalised ads profile vendors can: Collect
information about a user, including a user's activity, interests, demographic information, or
location, to create or edit a user profile for use in personalised advertising. Combine this
information with other information previously collected, including from across websites and
apps, to create or edit a user profile for use in personalised advertising. To create a
personalised content profile vendors can: Collect information about a user, including a user's
activity, interests, visits to sites or apps, demographic information, or location, to create or edit
a user profile for personalising content. Combine this information with other information
previously collected, including from across websites and apps, to create or edit a user profile
for use in personalising content. To measure ad performance vendors can: Measure whether
and how ads were delivered to and interacted with by a user Provide reporting about ads
including their effectiveness and performance Provide reporting about users who interacted
with ads using data observed during the course of the user's interaction with that ad Provide
reporting to publishers about the ads displayed on their property Measure whether an ad is

serving in a suitable editorial environment brand-safe context Determine the percentage of the
ad that had the opportunity to be seen and the duration of that opportunity Combine this
information with other information previously collected, including from across websites and
apps Vendors cannot: Apply panel- or similarly-derived audience insights data to ad
measurement data without a Legal Basis to apply market research to generate audience
insights Purpose 9. To measure content performance vendors can: Measure and report on how
content was delivered to and interacted with by users. Provide reporting, using directly
measurable or known information, about users who interacted with the content Combine this
information with other information previously collected, including from across websites and
apps. Vendors cannot: Measure whether and how ads including native ads were delivered to
and interacted with by a user. Apply panel- or similarly derived audience insights data to ad
measurement data without a Legal Basis to apply market research to generate audience
insights Purpose 9. To apply market research to generate audience insights vendors can:
Provide aggregate reporting to advertisers or their representatives about the audiences reached
by their ads, through panel-based and similarly derived insights. Associate offline data with an
online user for the purposes of market research to generate audience insights if vendors have
declared to match and combine offline data sources Feature 1 Combine this information with
other information previously collected including from across websites and apps. Vendors
cannot: Measure the performance and effectiveness of ads that a specific user was served or
interacted with, without a Legal Basis to measure ad performance. Measure which content a
specific user was served and how they interacted with it, without a Legal Basis to measure
content performance. To develop new products and improve products vendors can: Use
information to improve their existing products with new features and to develop new products
Create new models and algorithms through machine learning Vendors cannot: Conduct any
other data processing operation allowed under a different purpose under this purpose. To
ensure security, prevent fraud and debug vendors can: Ensure data are securely transmitted
Detect and prevent malicious, fraudulent, invalid, or illegal activity. Ensure correct and efficient
operation of systems and processes, including to monitor and enhance the performance of
systems and processes engaged in permitted purposes Vendors cannot: Conduct any other
data processing operation allowed under a different purpose under this purpose. Vendors can:
Combine data obtained offline with data collected online in support of one or more Purposes or
Special Purposes. Vendors can: Deterministically determine that two or more devices belong to
the same user or household Probabilistically determine that two or more devices belong to the
same user or household Actively scan device characteristics for identification for probabilistic
identification if users have allowed vendors to actively scan device characteristics for
identification Special Feature 2. Vendors can: Create an identifier using data collected
automatically from a device for specific characteristics, e. IP address, user-agent string. Use
such an identifier to attempt to re-identify a device. Vendors cannot: Create an identifier using
data collected via actively scanning a device for specific characteristics, e. Use such an
identifier to re-identify a device. You can accept these purposes by clicking "I Accept" below
and you can change your mind at any time by clicking on "Cookie Settings". These choices will
be shared with our partners using an industry framework. For more information, please visit our
Privacy and Cookie Notice. Select basic ads. Create a personalised ads profile. Select
personalised ads. Create a personalised content profile. Select personalised content. Measure
ad performance. Measure content performance. Apply market research to generate audience
insights. Develop and improve products. IAB Advertising Vendors. How reliable is your car?
Share review. Open Gallery 1 Images. Up next:. Explore more of the Used Jaguar S-type Saloon
- Follow What Car? Information for dealers Sitemap Contact What Car? Subscribe to our
newsletter Subscribe to What Car? You can provide your consent for the different purposes and
advertising vendors using the IAB's Transp
2010 chevy malibu v6
hopkins trailer plug diagram
2004 nissan maxima fuse box location
arency and Consent Framework. Click on the different categories to find out more. You can
change your mind at any time by clicking on "Cookie Settings" located on every page. Privacy
and Cookie Notice. Select basic ads Switch Label. Create a personalised ads profile Switch
Label. Select personalised ads Switch Label. Create a personalised content profile Switch Label.
Select personalised content Switch Label. Measure ad performance Switch Label. Measure
content performance Switch Label. Apply market research to generate audience insights Switch
Label. Develop and improve products Switch Label. Ensure security, prevent fraud, and debug
Always Active. Technically deliver ads or content Always Active. Match and combine offline

data sources Always Active. Link different devices Always Active. Receive and use
automatically-sent device characteristics for identification Always Active. Filter Icon. Clear
checkbox label label. Apply Cancel. Consent Leg. Reject All Confirm My Choices. I Accept.

